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Introduction: Molecular systems exhibiting nonadiabaticity due to breakdown of Bomベ)ppenheimer
appro泊mationhas been known to show “'chaotic" spectra. lt is recently recognized (from statistical 
紅思lmen臼)白atnonadiabatic interaction itself can be the cause of apparent chaos [1]， suggesting a class 
of chaos that has no classical ∞unterpart. To further investigate the dynamical aspects of the problem， 
two “measures" of chaos， Do and D3，∞mputed only仕omwavepacket dynamics were propo舘d[2]. 
The NaI molecule is a prototypical nonadiabatic system wi出acrossing between an ionic and covalent 
curvein白ediabatic representation. We由ωreticallyshow how its vibrational wavepacket dynamics can 
be tracked in real time through femtosecond photoelectron spectroscopy， with a view towards studying 
quanωmchaos. 
Formulation: The measure of chaos Do is defined in [2]総出edi~erence of density operators made 
partly decoherent by a subdivision of∞nfiguration space. D3 is a formulation of Hilbert space distance 
between two wave functions made decoherent in the same manner. 
To ∞mpute出efemtosecond photoel即位。nspectra，白esystem is expanded on the two diabatic neu-
釘aland the final ion electronic states. A coupled quanωm equation of motion for the nuclear wave 
function corresponding to the three stat郎 areintegrated using the standard split-operator propagator and 
Fourier grid methods. AlI necessary interaction matrix elements between the states due to pump-probe 
pulses are computed and included as well as a modeling of the in住insicnonadiabatic intβ:raction [3]. 
Numerical Results: 百lecomputed wave functions are shown in the left panels of Figs. l(a)佃 d(b) 
as squ紅edampli加desat selected times， overlayed on the associated potential curves V1 (solid)如 d九
(dashed). 1n Fig. l(a)，由ewavepacket on V1 approach凶 theavoided crossing仕omthe right， where the 
wavepacket bifurcates into componen也onboth potential curves resulting in two di百erentvibrational 
frequencie~. Due to the steep slope of V1 and relative flatness ofち，the wavepackets are cl凶r1yreflected 
in the photoelectron signals (right panels) enabling usω 回 ckthe real-time motion. Wavepacket on九
appe訂sas photoelectron signal near 0.5 e V， with that on Vl giving rise to signal moving仕oma higher 
to lower energy as the wavepacket moves downhill. Figure l(b) simi1arly shows the two ∞mponents in 
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Fig. 1: Wave function snapshots and corresponding photoelectron spec凶 atselected白nedelays near 
occurrence of (a) wavepacket bifu即刻ionand (b) wavepacket merging. 
Measures of chaos Do and D3 for the system are presented in Figs. 2(a) and (b) respectively， along 
with c町ves(labeled adiabatic)∞mputed neglecting nonadiabatic interaction. The curves show steep 
initial decrease indicative of chaos. 1n the calculation including nonadiabatic effects， the curves also 
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Fig.2: Long time (a) Do and (b) D3 behavior for the Na1 system. 
Conclusions: We have shown a molecular system where nonadiabatic dynamics featuring wavepacket 
bifurcating/merging can directly be observed. Experimentalぉ wellas theoretical investigation of wave-
packet dynamics in this and other nonadiabatic systems should provide further insight into a kind of 
purely quan伽mchaos and warrants further study. 
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